
DateName Class

Why have they got different results? __________________________

___________________________________________________________ .

Jake used _____ more beads than Stef.

Stef used _____ more beads than Dayna.

Jake used twice as many beads as ______________ .

______________ had the heaviest beads.

______________ had the lightest beads.

To be more accurate next time, they should ______________________

_____________________________________________________________ .

Name 3 units that would be better to use than beads.

1. ______________ 2. ______________ 3. ______________

Stef

Total = 

Jake

Total = 

Dayna

Total = 

Shannon used marbles to measure the mass of these items.

Mass of book = 8 marbles

Mass of scissors = 4 marbles

Mass of stapler = 12 marbles

The _______________ has the most mass.

The _______________ have the least mass.

2 scissors are as heavy as a  _______________ .

3 scissors are as heavy as a  _______________ .

A book is twice as heavy as  _______________ .

20 marbles would balance ______ scissors.

24 marbles would balance ______ staplers.

24 marbles would balance ______ books.

24 marbles would balance ______ scissors.

The mass of a book and scissors is ______ marbles.

The mass of a book and stapler is  ______ marbles.

_______________A stapler is three times as heavy as 

Three children measured the mass of an apple using beads.
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ANSWER KEY

Three children measured the mass of an apple using beads.

Why have they got different results? __________________________

___________________________________________________________
.

Jake used _____ more beads than Stef.

Stef used _____ more beads than Dayna.

Jake used twice as many beads as ______________ .

______________ had the heaviest beads.

______________ had the lightest beads.

To be more accurate next time, they should ______________________

_____________________________________________________________ .

Name 3 units that would be better to use than beads.

1. ______________ 2. ______________ 3. ______________

Stef

Total = 

Jake

Total = 

Dayna

Total = 

Shannon used marbles to measure the mass of these items.

Mass of book = 8 marbles

Mass of scissors =  4 marbles

Mass of stapler = 12 marbles

The _______________ has the most mass.

The _______________ have the least mass.

2 scissors are as heavy as a  _______________ .

3 scissors are as heavy as a  _______________ .

A book is twice as heavy as  _______________ .

20 marbles would balance ______ scissors.

24 marbles would balance ______ staplers.

24 marbles would balance ______ books.

24 marbles would balance ______ scissors.

The mass of a book and scissors is ______ marbles.

The mass of a book and stapler is  ______ marbles.

_______________A stapler is three times as heavy as 
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Because they used different beads

use the same beads.
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